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Abstract. Our goal is to localize small landmarks in an image – specifically, the car door handle in a car image. Despite advances in object
detection using deep neural networks, small landmarks are hard to detect. A general detector would fail when the category in question is a
small part of an integrity [1]. Previous method [1] has proposed to localize latent landmarks prior to making the final prediction in order to
provide context, but the method is quite heuristic in the design of contribution localization strategy and latent landmark prediction loss. We
propose to follow the visual attention framework of Mnih et al. [2] and
take localized glimpses of the image to provide context of the final prediction. In this way, glimpse locations and glimpse contents of all time
steps are aggregated to make the final prediction.

Fig. 1. Using glimpses to successfully localize car door handles: Ground-truth
location (green), Predicted location (red), Glimpse location trajectory (yellow line)
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Introduction

Despite advances in object detection using deep neural networks, small objects
and small landmarks are hard to detect. Detectors can easily locate and classify
cars or cats, which have a large spatial extent in the scene, but have trouble
identifying handles of that car or the eyes of that cat. [1] Humans use context
to help with such kinds of detection, for example localizing a wheel first can
help in locating the handle. This level of deduction is second nature for us but
is difficult to formulate in a supervised-learning framework.
Singh et al. [1] posed the task of localizing little landmarks as a sequential
prediction problem based on the intuition that latent landmarks can provide
context for targets which by themselves have small spatial extent in the image.
At each of the three steps, the network predicts a locality map and average
the next-landmark location prediction. Their network aggregates information of
relevant cues (e.g. position of a wheel) in each step to finally locate the little
landmark at step three. However, their training procedure cast each step of
prediction as a regression problem with known targets. For the intermediate
steps, the location targets were posed in terms of confidence of prediction at
each pixel location in the next step.
We replaced this ad-hoc training procedure with a more principled reinforcement learning framework using policy gradients. Our proposed method uses a
location network similar to that of the visual attention framework of Mnih et al.
[2]. Instead of locally averaging next-landmark predictions, we sample a glimpse
– a pyramid of crops – centered at the current landmark locality. We use this
input to recurrently predict the next-landmark and the final localization. This
method also make use of the assumption that neighboring landmark context
helps, is less ad-hoc, and is more efficient when the glimpses are sufficiently
localized, compared to a convolutional layer on the entire image.
Since our task consists of predicting the final location of the car door handle,
we modified the framework as a regression task. Furthermore, we experimented
with different reward functions, such as binary, distance to target, etc. which
are more suitable for our task. We also modified the glimpse network to be a
convolutional network as opposed to a fully connected one.

2

Method

Our method is based on Mnih et al. [2], which tries to classify cluttered MNIST
digits by taking glimpses of the images. Their method uses an RNN. At each
time step, the location network outputs a glimpse location (the t = 1 location
is randomly sampled). The glimpse sensor collect a pyramid of crops with exponentially larger spans (“glimpse radius”) centered at the glimpse location, resize
them to the same size (“glimpse bandwidth”) and concatenate them as different
channels. This is used as input for the glimpse network, whose output is concatenated with the previous state ht−1 to produce the current state ht using one
fc layer. Based on the state ht , the location network, baseline network, and the
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classification network output the next glimpse location, the expected reward at
the current state, and (only at t = T ) the classification prediction, each using a
separate fc layer.
The major differences of our method are threefold: (1) We replace the classification network with regression. (2) We redesign rewards for reinforcement
learning. (3) We replace the glimpse network with a CNN to deal with the complexity of car images over cluttered MNIST digits.

2.1

Pipeline

Each prediction starts with a random glimpse location. The glimpse sensor still
takes a pyramid of crops centered at the location. To deal with the complexity of
real-world car images, we increase the glimpse radius and the glimpse bandwidth,
and apply a CNN (instead of one fully-connected layer) over the sensor output.
Unless specified otherwise, we use three convolutional layers, each with 5 × 5
filter size, a stride of 2, and (32, 64, 128) channels respectively. The output is
aggregated using global average pooling and fed into the recurrent unit.
We use the recurrent state ht of each time step as input to the location network, the baseline network, and the regression network. These three networks
output the glimpse location, the expected reward at the current state, and (only
at t = T ) the target location prediction. Note that although the location network and the regression network both output image locations, their purposes are
different. The regression network makes the final prediction which aims at being
as precise as possible, while the location network aims to explore the relevant
context that lead to a good prediction. Therefore, we use separate weighs for the
location network and the regression network.
When training, the regression network and the baseline network both take regression losses. The location network takes rewards based on how the regression
network performs. We follow Mnih et al.’s recommendation that only the location network takes gradient only from the reward, and the rest of the network,
including the convolutional layers and regression network, only take gradients
recurrently from the final regression output.

2.2

Loss

Our loss is a combination of coordinate regression to the target and reinforcement
learning loss for the glimpse locations. The actor gets a reward for glimpse
locations resulting in a good regression. The baseline network simply incurs a
loss for errors in predicting the expected rewards at a given state.
The two components, regression and reinforcement learning, all incur losses
based on the localization quality. This might also seem redundant, but in fact
the rewards for the location network encourage an informative exploration in all
time steps that lead to a better final localization, which differs from the design
of the regression loss.
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Formally, our loss can be written as
X
L=
(Lreg,i − Ji + Ladv,i ) .
i

Here, Lreg,i is the regression loss. Ladv,i is the advantage network loss:
Ladv,i = (Ri − bi )2
where Ri and bi are the obtained reward and predicted baseline values respectively. Ji is the expected reward Ji = E(Ri ).
Regression. We replace the original MNIST classification. Intuitively we
could apply an MSE loss over the final predicted position. However, since we
are using the normalized distance which are much smaller than 1, the MSE loss
yields a very small gradient when the prediction is close to the target. Instead
of trying to increase the weight of the MSE in the entire loss function, we opt to
use an L1 loss for the regression, which uniformly encourages predictions both
near to and far from the ground truth to move towards it. We compare the MSE
loss and the L1 loss in our experiment section.
Reward. In Mnih et al., the reward is based on whether the final prediction
is correct, in order to encourage glimpse locations that are informative for the
regression. However, in our task the target is two continuous coordinate values.
Naturally, we need to use the quality of the regression as the reward instead.
In the following, we denote by ∆i = kyi − ŷi k2 the normalized distance from
the ground truth position (i.e. pixel distance divided by the height of the car
bounding box).
We tried to use a binary reward, i.e. a reward of 1 for ∆i < 0.3, and 0 otherwise. However, this yields very concentrated glimpse locations. We speculate
that this reward mechanism does not distinguish better quality fits versus lower
quality ones within the threshold. Potentially we could lower the threshold to
only reward high-quality ones, but preliminary results on the MNIST centroid
experiment (see Section 3.1) indicates that the network cannot not train. Therefore, we propose the following bell-shaped reward function:
Ri = exp(

−∆2i
),
σ2

which is a smooth function of the distance ∆i . A continuous reward should encourage the glimpses to improve regardless of the current quality. The intuition of
the bell-shaped reward is to assign exponentially more reward to better glimpses
when the distance is quite large, but have a curvature similar to MSE when it is
small to account for ground truth noise and prevent overfitting. We set σ 2 = 15,
which gives ∼ 40% reward to predictions with 0.25 normalized distance.
2.3

Dataset Considerations

Our next step consists of swapping out MNIST dataset with the Car Door Handle
Dataset. We also want to experiment with variations of the loss function stated
above.
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Fig. 2. Centroid Localization on Translated MNIST: We perform centroid localization in translated MNIST as a sanity check. Examplar results are shown with
ground-truth (green) and predicted locations (red)
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Results

In this section, we first conduct a preliminary study on translated MNIST as
a proof of concept that our method can successfully detect the centroids of
translated digits in Section 3.1. Then we report our performance compared to
Singh et al. [1] in Section 3.2. Finally, we explore the effects of the different reward
functions, different architectures and different hyper-parameters for the glimpse
network like the number of glimpses, glimpse resolution, etc. in Section 3.2.
3.1

MNIST Centroid Experiment

We simply modify the task from car door handle localization to translated
MNIST centroid localization. Figure 2 shows that our method is able to work
under the simple situation.
3.2

Car Door-handle Experiments

We begin by looking at qualitative results. Figures 7 and 8 show some successful
predictions and failure cases respectively. We performed an ablation study to
better understand the effect of different hyper-parameters such as – objective
function (Fig. 3), network architecture (Fig. 4), and glimpse resolution (Fig. 5).
Fig. 6 shows the learning curve for our best performing model which uses 8
glimpses, 3 conv Layers with L1 loss, exponential rewards, sensor bandwidth of
60, and radius 30. We compare to [1] in Table 1
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Fig. 3. Effect of objective function: (Left) Among L1 and L2 regression losses, L1
performs better. Training with L2 is nuanced by the fact that it produces very large
gradients when the prediction is farthest from target but very small gradients when
close to it. L1 has also been shown to perform better for bounding box regression in
Faster-RCNN [3] and for localizing landmarks in [1]. (Right) Exponential continuous
reward outperforms binary rewards because it encodes information about the distance
to target whereas binary rewards only tell us if the prediction is within a certain radius
of ground truth.

Fig. 4. Effect of network architecture: (Left) Replacing the single fully connected
layer with 128 output neurons by 3 convolutional layers improved the performance
drastically with roughly the same number of parameters. The convolutional layers used
5×5 filters with 32, 64 and 128 channels in successive layers. We used ReLU activations
after each layer. (Right) We compare our model which learns to predict glimpse location
to a model that chooses glimpse locations randomly. We observe that with 8 Glimpses
out model outperforms equal number of random glimpses. It is interesting to note that
learning to glimpse does not yield any improvement over 8 Random Glimpses for 4 and
8 learned Glimpses. We hypothesize that competitive performance of random glimpses
is because with 3 levels of zoom (60, 120 and 240) 8 glimpses cover most of the image
(256 × 256) and capture enough context even when the glimpse locations are chosen
random.
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Fig. 5. Effect of glimpse resolution: We compare performance for different glimpse
bandwidth (the size that glimpses at each level are resized to before feeding into glimpse
network) and radius (glimpse cropping window size at level l is defined by 2l r where
r is the radius at the lowest level). Note that by increasing the bandwidth and radius
we can improve detection rate at the cost of more computation.

Fig. 6. Learning curve: We visualize the learning curve to get an idea of the variance
in training.

Singh et al. [1]
Ours

0.02
74
10

Normalized Distances
0.04
0.06
0.08
87
91
92
30
48
63

0.10
93
73

Table 1. Comparison to State-of-the-art: Detection rate of our approach compared to the state-of-the-art on car door handle prediction is lower. We observe that
[1] predicts offset from the glimpse locations at each time step and uses the final glimpse
location as the prediction. In contrast, we use glimpses only for collecting contextual
information which is then fed into a regression network.
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Fig. 7. Successful Predictions: We visualize our glimpse locations (yellow), prediction (red), and ground truth (green) for some successful cases. Patterns can be
identified in these glimpse images. For instance, in cars facing to the left the glimpses
move towards the front-wheel and in the car facing to the right the glimpse moves
from a location on the ground (and away from the car) to the side-rear-view mirror.
This suggests for these two poses the front-wheel and rear-view mirror are respectively
informative for predicting car door handles.
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Fig. 8. Failing Predictions: We visualize our glimpse locations (yellow), prediction
(red), and ground truth (green) for some failure cases. The failure cases often have cars
in challenging poses with the car door handle barely visible (top row) or the glimpse
locations drifted out of the car region (bottom row).
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Discussion and conclusions

In this work we proposed a novel reinforcement learning alternative to the sequential prediction framework of [1]. While we do not beat [1], the results are
promising given the limited time we had for hyperparameter tuning and architectural exploration. We did come across a few interesting observations. For
instance, increasing the number of glimpses does not necessarily increase accuracy. As we can see from Figure 4, the detection rate is higher for 8 glimpses
compared to 12. Also swapping fully connected layers originally used in [2] with
convolution networks yielded a significantly higher detection rate. Finally in
the course of this project we identified further areas to explore. For example –
better architectures for glimpse feature extraction (using residual connections,
batch normalization, GRU etc), constraining glimpse sensor locations through
offset prediction and fine-tuning hyper-parameters such as size of the internal
state of the recurrent network.
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